
ROOTED IN COMAPASSION
Annual Report

 Our Compassionate Atlanta theme for 2022 was “Rooted in Compassion.”  
We grew deep roots that spread beyond Metro Atlanta into rural Georgia. Our trunk was

strengthened and solidified with our 1st annual CompassionCon event. 
Our branches reached out to address stigma, especially in faith communities, and expanded
inclusion at the Atlanta PRIDE festival to  welcome our disability and refugee communities.  

Other branches grew as we designed and launched a Welcoming, Belonging, and Compassion
Index to help organizational cultures have a solid tool to become more compassionate. 

Most of all are the leaves - all of us together, 
supporting community and each of us doing our own part. 

 
Join us as we celebrate our journey.
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 CompassionCon 2022

Our first annual CompassionCon was epic! We wanted our
communities to dream about how compassion can help

heal the self, each other, our systems, and Mother Earth. It
was a three-day multi-city Community Festival, centering
on the viral nature of compassion when our communities
prioritize our common humanity and interdependence. 

32 vendors and partners

uplifted the message that

we must care for each other

and build communities

around a culture of care that

supports everyone’s well-

being.

Over 500 attendees
enjoyed music and art,

wellness activities, food
trucks, mobile healthcare,
a sensory zone, and lots of
community connections!



Compassionate Cities of Georgia

Re-Storying Dignity

PRIDE: We Are All Welcome Here !

In 2022, we launched CA’s "Compassionate Cities of
Georgia Initiative" in three rural cities: Augusta,

LaGrange, and Greensboro, GA, with trusted grassroots
partners. This initiative supports grassroots leaders who
are often unseen by funders as they work to nourish their

communities. Together we supported each partner in
building their infrastructure, creating websites, budgets,

and programming. We co-sponsored three
intergenerational and inclusive events hosted by each
rural partner to support health and resiliency in their

communities.  Meet Onnie Poe, Lanona Jones, and Ms.
Mamie Hillman!! These Black women-led organizations

provide programming that enhances relationships in the
places where their community members live, work, learn,

and play which, in turn, creates opportunities for
improved health and well-being.  

The effects of stigma are paralyzing and long-standing. As
community builders, CA is committed to stigma awareness,

reduction, and elimination. Re-Storying Dignity, a storytelling
performance, celebrates the transformation of five black women
who refused to let stigma have the last word. It addresses HIV,
disability, mental health, wrongful incarceration and LGBTQIA

identity. CA brings welcome and accessibility tents for the
disability community to the Atlanta PRIDE festival. Our Pride in

Mother Tongue initiative offers safe and welcoming spaces for
refugee and immigrant LGBTQIA folks to gather. We intentionally

create safe and brave spaces for individual stories and
experiences. All our educational, collaborative, and civil

engagement programming centers the most vulnerable in our
communities. Stigma is incompatible with compassion.

Our work in the LGBTQ+ community includes creating more space at the table for diversity of
ability and ethnicity. This includes leadership through the Fulton D.A.’s LGBTQ+ Advisory Task

Force, programming with Refugee Women's Network to expand welcome to the
refugee/immigrant community,  working with Atlanta PRIDE and SOJOURN creating
accessibility zones at PRIDE and other social programming. #PrideMotherTongue

#AllAreWelcomeHere



The Welcoming Belonging & Compassion Index is a
questionnaire helping businesses and organizations evaluate

inclusivity and belonging. This process helps to measure
tangible ways to create belonging and develop goals for

inclusion for all team members as well as clients and
constituents. An organization with a culture of compassion is an
awesome place for all employees, team members, and clients!

We are excited to bring some degree of measurability for
businesses and organizations to explore their inclusivity in a

deeply compassionate way!

CA WELCOMING, BELONGING AND COMPASSION INDEX©

ACCESSING OUR TOWN

 750
LGBTQ+
Inclusion
Outreach 

In 2022, we reached 5,179 people with targeted acts
of compassion via:

1,700
Love Notes
Distributed

3
NEW

Compassionate
Cities of Georgia.

 1,477
Programming Engagement 

 Our Community Outreach Advocate, Jimmy
Freels, uses his unique view of the world to

educate individuals and organizations about
creating accessible spaces throughout
Atlanta. Jimmy and his colleagues enjoy

Atlanta highlights and a blog follows with a
recap and celebrates the means by which
inclusion was thoughtful and achieved, as

well as an educational section on ways that
would enhance the experience for people
with disabilities. Wayne Dyer said, “When
you change the way you look at things, the

things you look at change.”  This is the hope
when we expand our world to include others.

CA BY THE NUMBERS

 1,400
Inclusion

Index Impact

 1,241
Clothing, Diapers and

supplies donated

 167
Charter Partners

So grateful to our board, staff, and amazing supporters!


